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Hello

We at Veneer Collective have just released our 
first publication. It contains a lovely collection 
of  artwork, mainly by Reading based artists, 
which we feel deserves to be publicised. 

We received loads of submissions and we 
would like to take the opportunity to thank 
everyone who sent in their work.  Any 
involvement with Veneer Collective is greatly 
appreciated and it keeps us going, so even if 
your work did not make it into this edition, you 
are always free to resubmit and get involved in 
future publications.

Soon we hope to be releasing more editions of 
our magazine and intend on progressing into 
other areas such as curating exhibitions, and 
releasing specialist issues etc.

Enjoy

Veneer Collective

INTRODUCTION



I work primarily with interactive installations 
that center on the various relationships linking 
the viewer to the artwork. I use red paper as my 
primary medium in creating the hundreds of 
fragile objects which make up the installation 
(the most common of these being the cube) 
and focus on the conflict between appearance 
and reality as the viewer comes to terms with 
them in these interactive settings. 

ESTHER ARZOLA



Feels like GCSE options time. I’m 22.

Planning is bad but
Spontaneity needs its timing
To be exact.

So little seems exact

I am saturated 
With life’s various zests.

Wonderful

Fleeting

(Guilty) Pleasure (s).

ADAM BASS



SIMON MORGAN





LAURA PRIME





CRISTOFOROS BOTSIS



Lover, I Don’t Have to Love.

When I awoke, eyes still dim from the dark,
Bare; tangled, tied, bound in sweat, stiff sheets, and,
You. Your hands grasp my wrists, strong lips kiss my chest,
Painful, blue bruising my skin like Rorschach.
That’s how you like it. Skin puckered like braille,
Lips that bloom from bud with blood, “oh god, god”.
I struggle against you, two stags lock horns,
Hair pulled taut, brows crushed to each other - we buck.

I dream my mouth were a blade when I kiss,
Down your spine, the muscles of your thigh, your chest.
I think I would find some grave beauty in,
Watching your skin sallow, halo of red.

KIMBERLEY PENNELL



VICTORIA TURNER
Victoria Turner’s work focuses on the 
visualisation and comprehension of language 
that landscapes can speak. It carries with it 
a re-occurring theme of the impact human 
ability has to build upon the land and the 
affect of the apparent strength man-made 
structures have upon the Earth. There is a 
strong collocation between the organic nature 
of the Earth and the collision of the ability 
that humans have to build upon this.

The pieces themselves are large works involving 
geometric shapes cut off from the ink, 
allowing a strong divide between structure and 
geography. The geometry forms a great silence 
with the shapes and allows the viewer to 
understand this partition of structure and land, 
while at the same time adhering to, as Victoria 
states, the harmonious and chaotic language 
they posess.  

Victoria speaks of the human desire to change 
and add to this organic structure of the Earth 
for our own benefit.

vicki-turner.blogspot.co.uk







CATHERINE GROSS



Magpies

Look for pretty ones, but line my nest with twigs and moss.
Blindfolded preening, pretend it’s what I’m dreaming of.
Show off my colours: green, black and blue
and a flash of white, but I’ll save that for you.

Catch my eye, but don’t let me leave
‘cause my collection really isn’t all that shiny.
I can’t recall how far we flew that night.
I don’t know my own name, but that’s fine.

A magpie flies by my window and sings,
‘Clip my wings and I’ll land.’
One’s for sorrow, and one’s all I saw
and I don’t understand.

When will you next come around?
I wanna feel the cold air, I wanna fall to the ground.
Can’t we share a flight?
‘Cause you’re the brightest shadow in my sky.

I’ve seen swans and I’ve seen crows;
don’t ballets end with crying at the side of the road?
Pity or envy? Is life so short
that I can’t change your mind?

I saw a magpie fly by my window and sing,
‘Clip my wings and I’ll land.’
One’s for sorrow, and one’s all I saw
and I don’t understand.

JONNY CALLIS



EMILY HATCHER
My practice responds to the education cuts 
and rise in fees through textual sculptures. 
The images illustrate an innovative mode 
of protest, creating metaphors, addressing 
concerns spanning from the education cuts. 
The images hope to provoke discussion about 
these relevant debates and political activity. 
Therefore, investing in these images and the 
powerful messages that can be interpreted 
from them is important for my practice when 
attempting to engage with a wider audience, 
especially students. I hope to open up a space 
for the work to slot in and disappear, almost as 
this topic does among the students of today.



AMY POTTS



Love poem

Your face would feature a disproportionate amount of times
in the highlight reel of my life.

Lines written after seeing too many benches with names on them

It scares me to you-know-what
that some day I will think my final thought.
It won’t be some timeless line of quotable philosophy,
and it won’t be a declaration of love declared finally.

It’ll be like the rest of them:
fleeting, and adding up to nothing.

Expectations

Expectations fall like diamonds
would, if anybody ever dropped them.

TIM FRASER



PIERS RUDGARD-REDSELL



Lines Composed In a Communal Washing/Drying Facility

Snared by the belted beat of eternal drums
Caught in the cycle, by degrees it twists
Round and around; sliding, falling, mounting, crawling.
Spun out to a single loose thread,
Ever-threatened by the indolent and indifferent snap.

Dirty laundry in mind and matter
Pours and strains out into the tumbler of spirits.
The past left with sighs, as it blisters, bleeds, then dries and knits.
To leave the endless wait of dark and idle thought
To be bold, as the change descends and the mist clears –
Is as much as could be wished.
The fabric of Time has no Conditioner, and life rarely comes out in the wash.

Leaving this twilight hour of fear and powder;
The bright sight of whites and lights which, bleached crystal clear, draws a new dawn near.
Forget Nature’s Law – find the sliding door.
Bound for a freshly sewn shore.

GEORGE MEIXNER



LEO HEINZE

From the series ‘Ideaism’ (2011)





JAMES CRESSEY



ALLOY ARK

soundcloud.com/alloyark



RACHAEL MINOTT



Thank you for reading the first edition of 
Veneer Collective magazine.

Remember, we are always looking for any form 
of creative art and love hearing from anyone 
interested in publicising their work. You can 
get in touch with us at:

submissions@veneercollective.co.uk

Also, by checking our website or facebook 
you’ll be able to see more about our upcoming 
activities. 

www.veneercollective.co.uk
www.facebook.com/veneercollective

Goodbye

Veneer Collective
James, Laura, Leo and Piers




